ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The water impact phenomenon exists in many practical engineering areas such as slamming of ship experienced boisterous weather and heavy sea, seaplane landing on water in an emergency situation et al. [1] . The significant local structural deformation may occur due to high peak water impact transient shock pressure in a very short duration [2] . Because of the severity and significance of slamming accident on naval vessels, many research efforts have been devoted during the past century. Since the late-1920s, the pioneer works of hull-water impacts have been investigated by analyzing a two-dimensional wedge impact on a calm water surface. Two of these early studies related to slamming problem of a rigid v-shaped wedge with small deadrise angle were carried out by Von Karman [3] and Wagner [4] . After then Chuang [5] performed the systematic tests with flat bottom panels in free fall against the free surface of the water in order to overcome the problem of the Von Karman asymptotic theory due to the lack of application for zero deadrise angles and to detect the effect of trapped air between the free surface and the plate on the dynamic response of the plate. He concluded that the effects Dynamic response analysis of light weight pyramidal sandwich plates subjected to water impact impact load has been delineated. Baral et al. [14] presented results from a test simulating the water impact (slamming) loading of sandwich boat structures. Test results suggested that a novel foam core reinforced in the thickness direction with pultruded carbon fiber pins would offer significant resistance to water impact load. The lattice structures with various core topologies have now been recognized to be attractive candidates for multifunctional ultra-light structures due to their superior properties of light weight, high specific stiffness and excellent impulsive resistant performance et al. [15] [16] [17] [18] . As the lattice structures are periodic micro-architectured cellular solids in which the individual truss elements deform by stretching rather than by bending. Consequently, the dynamic behavior of sandwich plates with pyramidal lattice truss topology cores (LWPSPS) is quite different from other traditional constructions, including those with honeycomb core or corrugated (prismatic) core et al. Most of the previous studies focused on the static mechanism and energy absorption behavior of LWPSPS subjected to intense impact loading [15] [16] [17] [18] . But the fluid-solid interaction (FSI) characteristics of LWPSPS subjected to water impact load are neglected, which should also be considered due to the fact that LWPSPS used in the construction of naval structures would be impacted in slamming conditions. Therefore, investigation should be undertaken on analyzing the hydroelastic pressure and deformation of LWPSPS subjected to slamming load at present.
To this end, the present study first primarily concerns on the detailed dynamic characteristic and hydroelastic mechanism of sandwich plates with pyramidal lattice truss topology cores (LWPSPS) subjected to water impact loading. The nonlinear explicit finite element (FE) software LS-DYNA is employed to build up the 3D multi-physics (air-water-solid) numerical model with the water modeled as an inviscid, compressible and nonirrotational fluid. In order to verify the FEM model, the central impact pressure values of circular solid plate are compared with experimental results. It is found that hydroelastic water impact pressure predicted by LS-DYNA agrees well with those experimental data. Furthermore, the detailed characteristics of hydroelastic water impact pressure and hull deformation of LWPSPS are summarized and compared with those of the monolithic plates with equal mass. Then the hydroelastic effect of LWPSPS is discussed theoretically by using the criteria of 2τ s /T (the ratio of water impact duration time 2τ s to the wet natural period T). Subsequent to calculate the maximum total elastic deformation of LWPSPS, an engineering theoretical estimation method is proposed, in which the total deformation is divided into two parts, i.e. local field deformation and global field deformation. Results from this proposed model agree well with those from the 3D FSI finite element analysis. Moreover, the individual effects of design parameters of LWPSPS such as face sheet thickness, thickness of lattice core and relative density of core on the water impact pressure and structural deformation are also investigated in the study.
DESCRIPTION OF THE LWPSPS GEOMETRY MODEL
To analyze the characteristic of LWPSPS, the first step is to choose its different constituents. LWPSPS consists of two thin face sheets attached to both sides of a light weight lattice core with an exposed area 595.1 mm × 270.5 mm referred a practical monolithic flat panel of cruiser [19] (see Fig. 1 ). The mass of LWPSPS (case 1 -case 6) is equal to the monolithic flat panel which the thickness of this mild steel monolithic flat panel is equal to 11.11 mm.The boundary condition of the panel can be taken as clamped [19] . Therefore, a sealed off round structure made by rigid materials (rigid out wall, see Fig. 1 ) is used to model clamped boundary condition (also see Fig. 1 ). The calculated parameters for all 22 cases are shown in Table 1 .
NUMERICAL SIMULATION MODEL OF LWPSPS
The hydroelastic performance of LWPSPS subjected to water impact load is investigated using 3D multi-purpose, explicit and implicit finite element program LS-DYNA. Both Lagrangian and Eulerian solvers are available in LS-DYNA code to enable modeling of structures and fluids in a single model and to simulate the interaction between them. Interaction between the fluids and structures is achieved through arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) description. In the fluid-structure coupling algorithm (typically, penalty coupling algorithm), two superimposed meshes are considered, a fixed Eulerian or ALE mesh for the fluid and a deformable Lagrangian mesh for the structure. Additionally, the ALE Multi-Material formulation is a method allowing the finite element mesh to move independently from the material flow and where each element in the mesh can contain a mixture of two or more different materials such as air and water. Therefore, ALE Multimaterial formulation and penalty coupling algorithm [20] [21] [22] are adopted in the present 3D multi-physics numerical model 
Constitutions of solid
The LWPSPS is made of mild steel for marine industry [23] . For the constitutive law of this steel, the kinematic hardening rule and elastic-linear work-hardening model are adopted in the analysis. And the materials properties are described as follows [19] Generally, the effect of strain rate is sufficiently important to analyze the dynamic responses of structures. The plastic kinematic hardening description is commonly used in these impact analyses, which is a strain rate dependent elastic-plastic model. In the analysis, strain rate is taken into account by using the Cowper-Symonds model [23] which scales the yield stress by the strain rate dependent factor. According to Ref. [24] , the strain-rate sensitivity model provides a reasonably good representation of test results up to strain rate of 1000 S -1 . Eq. (1) shows the relationship between the stress ratio and the plastic strain rate [23] . The dynamic yield stress σ YD is a function of plastic strain rate and can be expressed as follow: (1) where the Cowper-Symonds strain rate parameters D cs and q have values of 40.4 S -1 and 5 for mild steel in this study [23] , and σ Y is the initial static yield stress of the material.
Equation of state
In general, the equation of state (EOS) specified for water is a Gruneisen equation and it can be used to calculate the internal characteristics of seawater. It properly handles wave propagation phenomenon in water impact events by incorporating a nonlinear shock velocity-particle velocity relationship. And this equation addresses fluid under tension/compression which can capture cavitation phenomena in seawater. The Gruneisen EOS is defined as follow: (2) where e is the internal energy per unit volume, C is the intercept of the us-up curve, S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 are the coefficients of the slope of the us-up curve, γ 0 is the Gruneisen gamma, and η is the first-order volume correction to γ 0 . The constants C, S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , γ 0 , and η et al. are all input constant parameters [20] : reference sea water density ρ w0 = 1025 kg/m 3 ; sea water temperature T = 20°C; speed of sound in water C 0 = 1480 m/s; dynamic viscosity coefficient ν s = 1.13E-03 N·s/m 2 ; intercept of us-up curve C = 2417 m/s; Gruneisen coefficient S 1 = 1.41, S 2 = 0, S 3 = 0; Gruneisen gamma γ 0 = 1.0; first-order volume correction to gamma η = 0; internal energy of water per specific volume e = 1.89 E + 06 J/m 3 ; related volume at time 0 to reference specific volume is equal to 1.
And the compression of sea water is defined in terms of relative volume V as: (3) where ρ w0 is the reference sea water density; ρ w is the overall sea water density.
In LS-DYNA, the perfect gas law (gamma law) is used as the equation of state for air. This equation of state is given by [20] : (4) where ρ air is the overall air density for perfect gas, e 0 is the internal energy of air per unit mass and γ is the adiabatic expansion coefficient. Here, γ = 1.40, e 0 = 2.11 E + 06 J/kg and ρ air0 = 1.239 kg/m 3 are conducted in the present study for perfect gas. In general, it is known that the results based on ALE algorithm are sensitive to the Euler mesh density. The Euler mesh needs to be fine enough to capture the highest gradients in the pressure fields, yet a coarser mesh is favorable in terms of computational cost. Furthermore, for the selection of the contact stiffness in penalty based contact algorithm, it is required that the maximum pressures are approximately known ahead. So the non-physical contact penetration can be controlled [20] [21] [22] .
Finite element model and verification
Hence, the Euler mesh density and parameters of contact penetration stiffness in simulation are firstly verified by water impact experimental results provided in literature [25] . With four different impact velocities, a circular monolithic plate (made by 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, thickness = 11.5 mm, diameter = 200.0 mm) free falls on to the water surface. The simulation model of this circular plate is similar to that of LWPSPS, as shown in Fig. 2 . The other detailed description of these water impact experiments can be found in reference [25] . The material constants for 6061-T6 aluminum alloy conducted in the numerical validation analysis of this circular plate model are: E = 68.94 GPa, E t = 0.7 GPa, ν = 0.33, ρ al = 2700 kg/m 3 and σ Y = 352 MPa [26] .
Water impact velocities employed in these experiments are 1.40 m/s, 1.98 m/s, 2.43 m/s and 2.80 m/s respectively. When the Euler mesh size is about 1.0 cm, the high frequent oscillations in the pressure curve are not obvious, and the peak FSI pressure results are found acceptable compared with experimental results in 
Water impact FSI pressure
The empirical expressions are commonly used to describe the hydrodynamic impact pressure. Yuzuru (1954) [25], Chuang (1970) [5] and Jones (1973) [27] all proposed typical equations which are as follows: 1. Yuzuru (1954) [25] p max = kv 1.56 (5a) 2. Chuang (1970) [5] p max = A = Bv (5b) 3. Jones (1973) [27] p max = kv 2 (5c) Notations A, B and k in Eqs. (5) are constants based on the geometry dimensions and material properties of structure. It can be observed that the main difference of Eqs. (5) is the selection of the powers of velocity v. The unified expression of Eqs. (5) is below:
where p ∞ is atmosphere pressure; α and k are also the parameters based the geometry dimensions and material properties of structure.
The water impact loading pressure of LWPSPS in terms of Ln (v) for six different free fall velocities (C1-C6) are shown in Fig. 3 . For comparison, the numerical results of monolithic flat panels with the same mass are also given in Fig. 3 . According to the simulation results plotted in Fig. 3 
-During the hull-water impact, the advantage of LWPSPS deceasing peak pressure amplitude on entire FSI surface at high impact velocity (>2m/s) is observed. But the difference of water impact pressure characteristics between LWPSPS and monolithic plate located in the central point is insignificant. -The values of α and k are constants though the range of water impact pressure varies widely. This conclusion has been identified by previous experimental results of solid plate [5, 25, 27] . Furthermore, the value of α of average FSI pressures for LWPSPS is close to 1.69, which is lower than the one of monolithic plate ( = 2.03).
As a summary, the impulsive shapes are shown in Fig. 4 . A more precise two parameters parabolic mathematical expression is defined as follows, which is different from the expressions conducted in the literature [27] [28] [29] : (8a) where:
where p max is the maximum value of water impact pressure impulse; 2τ s is the duration time of impulse.
Fig. 3. Peak pressure of monolithic plate and LWPSPS at different water impact velocity

Fig. 4. Pressure time history of water impact for monolithic plate and LWPSPS (C1-C6)
If the peak impulsive pressure p max is observed in Eqs. (7), the objective now is to determine the duration time of impulsive 2τ s . The pulse pressure loading time of circular plate has been suggested by Chuang [4] as following estimation:
where r is the radius of circular plate; C 0 is the sound speed of air (C 0 .= 340 m/s). For rectangular plates, the peak pulse pressure loading time can be modified as [4] :
It is obtained that the 2τ s of monolithic panel in the present research is nearly 4.0 ms from Eq. (9b). This estimation is consisted with the numerical results in Fig. 4 . Furthermore, the duration time of impulse 2τ s is less sensitive to the variation of water impact velocity. As shown in Fig. 4 , the water impact loading time of LWPSPS is longer than that of solid plate. Based on the numerical results, a modified estimation of 2τ s for LWPSPS is given by: (10) It is observed that the impulsive duration time 2τ s for all cases of LWPSPS is 4.50 ms-5.50 ms from Eq. (10).
Moreover, the results obtained from fluid materials volume distribution iso-surface in initial water entry period show that an interesting phenomenon -"local air cushion" exists during the initial water impact duration (see the dashed line in Fig. 5 ). But this interesting phenomenon does not exist in initial water impact period of monolithic plate. This local cushion is mainly caused by lattice cell local deformation which has significant effects on the water impact pressure and dynamic responses of LWPSPS. Because of the existence of this local air cushion, which plays a role as a buffer device, the peak value of average FSI pressure of contacted-water wet face sheet of LWPSPS is much lower than that of monolithic plate (see Fig. 3 ). Additionally, as shown in Fig. 4b , the high frequency components of hydroelastic pressure curve for LWPSPS are excited by the local cell deformation.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS: HYDROELASTICITY ASSESSMENT AND DEFORMATION CALCULATION
Basic vibration characteristics of monolithic plate and LWPSPS
In order to evaluate the hydroelastic effects in section 4.2, the fundamental frequency f (f s ) of bending vibration mode for solid plate (LWPSPS) with clamped supported boundaries is calculated firstly. The fundamental frequency f of bending vibration modes of a clamped monolithic plate [30] is given by: (11) where m 0 is the mass unit area, D is the bending stiffness of plate, a and b are the length and the width of plate. In the present analysis, the fundamental frequency f of this monolithic plate is 938 Hz and the analytical result is in good agreement with the FEM simulation result (922 Hz).
Because of the discrete characteristics of lattice truss core, the calculation of the natural frequency of LWPSPS is much more complicated. Usually, the generalized equivalent model can be mostly used in the preliminary analysis stage of design process. It can be used to reduce the time spent for the analysis of LWPSPS. The homogenization method also makes it possible to avoid the problems involved in heterogeneities. Here, a new equivalent method to calculate the fundamental bending vibration frequencies of LWPSPS is proposed as follows ( Fig. 6 ): -Step 1: calculate the equivalent shear rigidity of LWPSPS lattice core.
There are a few methods to calculate the equivalent shear constant of lattice materials. Liu [31] proposed a matrix displacement method of lattice truss based on the small displacement assumption. Therefore, this homogenization method is employed here to calculate the shear rigidity of LWPSPS lattice core as follows:
where is the relative density of this lattice core [32] , E c is the normal modulus of LWPSPS core [32] , C G is the transverse shear rigidity matrix of LWPSPS core (the detailed expressions of the homogenized moduli of lattice core can be found in literature [31] ), the definitions of l, φ and t c can be seen in Fig. 1 and ρ s is the material density of the cell structure. -Step 2: calculate the bending rigidity of LWPSPS.
For the thin face sheets of LWPSPS, only bending deformation is considered (the bending stiffness D f of face 
The meanings of all nomenclatures are given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 . -Step 3: calculate the natural frequency of LWPSPS with clamped supported boundary conditions. If the bending rigidity and shear rigidity of LWPSPS are obtained in step 1 and step 2, the last step is to calculate the natural frequency with clamped supported boundary conditions. In this key step, an approximate method [34] is adopted to analyze the fundamental vibration frequency of the LWPSPS. Due to the complexity of approximate mathematic equations, only the calculation results are given here. Detailed steps of solving approximate equations can be found in literature [34] [35] .
The first modal frequency f s of LWPSPS (Case 1) based on the equivalent-approximate method is 1698 Hz which is close to the FEM result (1553 Hz) in Fig. 7 (the error is 9.34 %). It must be pointed out that the equivalent-approximate method is more accurate in high frequencies [35] . Thus, the error between FEM numerical result and equivalent approximate result for the second (third) bending vibration frequency is less than 5 %.
Analysis of hydroelastic effect
As mentioned in the previous section, the transient response of a free fall structure subjected to hull-water impact loading is greatly complicated. The evaluation of hydroelastic (FSI) effect is an important part of this investigation topic. In Ref. [8] , the hydroelastic effect indicator is formulated by Bereznitski: R B = T LPB /T NPB (14) where T LPB is the water impact loading time, and T NPB is the first dry natural period of vibration. Compared Eq. (14) with the definition 2τ s f s (or 2τ s f), it is found that these two expressions have the same physical meaning. Bereznitski [8] concluded that the hydroelastic effects become important when a ratio R B (or 2τ s f s ) < R Blim , where R Blim ≈ 2.0.
Jones also pointed out that the responses of structure can be seen as quasi-static if the duration of water impact loading time 2τ s is much longer than the first natural bending vibration period T (2τ s >> T) [27] . In fact, for a single-degree springmass system (SDOF), the deformations calculated for the same load applied statically agree with the corresponding maximum dynamic deformations to within approximately 17 % when 2τ s /T > 1.75 [36] .
According to Eq. (11), the responses of this clamped plate can be seen as quasi-static (2τ s f ≅ 4.2 -5.2 > 2.0). For LWPSPS, the multiplication 2τ s f s (2τ s = 4.50 -5.50 ms, f s = 1560 Hz) is 6.8-8.3. Thus, the dynamic responses of LWPSPS in the present case can also be seen as quasi-static. Normally, this criterion is absolutely true as a matter of fact that the slamming duration time is about 0.02 s -0.1 s in practical case [19] , which is much longer than that of the present investigation.
While the dynamic inertial effect cannot be ignored, the calculation of dynamic deflection in linear elastic range under uniform impact pressure is given by following equation [36] : (15) where K(t) is the dynamic inertial effect factor function, ω is the first circular frequency of structure, p max is the peak pressure value of impact, p(τ) is the formula of impact loading, w d (t) is the load-deflection function and w s is the static deflection of structure under uniform maximum pressure p max . The maximum value of K(t) at t = t 0 is commonly considered in the practical case, which satisfies the following conditions: (16) In this study, the maximum value of K(t) (Here it is defined as η sd ) can be easily calculated for monolithic plate based on Eqs. (7)- (10) and Eqs. (15)- (16) . The value of K is only associated with the fundamental circular frequency ω and the impact duration time 2τ s in Eq. (15) . If the fundamental frequency is obtained in the previous section 4.1, the maximum value of K(t) for LWPSPS (Here it is defined as η sd s ) can be calculated from Eqs. (15)- (16) .
In the present investigation, η sd (for monolithic plate) is equal to 1.20 -1. 25 Considering the added mass of the first vibration modal of structure for a v-shaped ship section, a similar definition given by Stenius et al. [6, 10, 37] is defined as follow: R = T LP /T NP (17) where T LP is the loading period based on the Wagner theory, and T NP is the first wet natural period of vibration. It is concluded that the hydroelastic effects are negligible and the response can be set as quasi-static for R > 4 [6, 10, 37] .
Obviously, the first wet natural period of vibration T NP is longer than the first dry natural period of vibration T NPB . Though a detailed hydroelastic analysis of two-dimensional v-shaped transverse section was conducted in [6, 10, 37] , the hydroelastic problem of a flat panel with zero wedge deadrise angle are neglected in previous investigations.
The indicator of hydroelastic effect introduced by Bereznitski [8] and the inertia effect indicator introduced by Jones [27] are both based on the dry natural period of vibration. However, the added water mass is not considered in their analysis. Pointed out by Stenius et al. [6, 10, 37] , hydroelastic effects incorporate both dynamic inertial effect and added mass effect. Thus, the added water mass should be considered in the evaluation of hydroelastic effects.
For a rectangular clamped monolithic plate with one face contacted with water, the added water mass coefficient is defined as f A /f according to Ref. [30] : (18) where f is the first dry natural frequency of vibration, f A is the first wet natural frequency of vibration, t is the thickness of this rectangular monolithic panel, γ s is the specific gravity of steel (here γ s .= 7.85), a is the length of this monolithic plate and ζ is the constant based on the length-width ratio of a/b. In the present case, the ratio of a/b is equal to 2.2 and the value f A /f is equal to 1.34. According to this observation, the first wet natural frequency of vibration f A is equal to 699 Hz which is consistent with the result (677 Hz) obtained by FSI vibration analysis in ANSYS by using acoustic fluid element Fluid30 [38] .
As the FSI occurs, the calculation of wet natural frequencies of LWPSPS (here it is defined as f A s ) is greatly complicated. Up to now, no study analyzed the FSI vibration characteristic of LWPSPS. Thus, the acoustic-solid coupling method in commercial code ANSYS is adopted to calculate the wet natural frequencies of LWPSPS. The fluid is also modeled as non-viscous acoustic fluid element Fluid30, and Lagrange elements (shell 63 and beam 181) are adopted for solid parts (face sheets and core trusses); where the sum of all elements is nearly 80,000. When the added water mass effect is taken into account, the first wet natural frequency of LWPSPS is 1034 Hz for Case 1 -Case 6, which is about 2/3 of the first dry natural frequency (1553 Hz).
Once the first wet natural frequency of LWPSPS is obtained, the hydroelastic indicator of R can be calculated. By applying Eq. (14), the value of hydroelastic indicator R for LWPSPS (C1-C6) is 4.653 -5.687 (2τ s = 4.50 -5.50 ms). In Ref. [6, 10, 37] , Stenius et al. concluded that the hydroelastic effects are negligible when R > 4. Thus, one could give a definitive conclusion that the hydroelastic effect of LWPSPS is not significant based on this criteria.
This conclusion can be validated from 3D FEM FSI simulation results (3D-FEM-FSI), 3D FEM dynamics simulation results (the FSI effects are not considered, 3D-FEM-Dynamic) and 3D FEM quasi-static simulation results (3D-FEM-Static) in Fig. 8 . The comparison of these analyses shows that the results of 3D-FEM-FSI and 3D-FEM-Dynamic are very close, which means the hydroelastic effect is not significant. As shown in Fig. 8 , due to the neglect of inertial effect, the quasi-static results are slightly lower than the results of dynamic calculation.
Fig. 8. Comparison of 3D-FEM-FSI, 3D-FEM-Dynamic and 3D-FEM-Static Results
Engineering approach of maximum deformation for LWPSPS
Next, the analytical investigations are performed to study the deformation characteristics of LWPSPS. As shown in Fig. 9 , the inflection points exist at adjacent lattice core cells. The total deformation field of LWPSPS can be divided into two components: 1) The global bending deformation field of LWPSPS (w max,T ). 2) The local bending deformation field of each cell (w max,L ).
Based on this deformation field assumption, a mathematical model to describe the total maximum deformation field is presented as follow:
w max = w max,T + w max,L (19) -Calculation of the global bending deformation w max,T .
The global linear elastic maximum deformation w max,T of sandwich plate with clamped boundary condition under static uniform pressure is given by [35] :
where C G is the equivalent shear stiffness of lattice core and p max is the maximum value of average FSI pressure, the other nomenclatures have the same meanings as mentioned in the previous section. Firstly, the bending and shear stiffness of lattice core D 1 and C G are calculated from Eqs. (12) 
2. Cylindrical bending with simply supported edges (Analytical-S, see Fig. 10b ) [39] (21b) 3. Bending of each lattice cell supported by rows of equidistant trusses (Analytical-T, see Fig. 10c ) [39] (21c)
Where w max,l is the local maximum deformation, p max is the maximum value of water impact pressure loading on central cells, d c is the width of cell (see Fig. 1 ) and D l is the flexural rigidity of cell face sheet defined as: (22) If the inertial effect during water impact loading process is significant (2τ s f s ~ 1.0), the total static deformation w max,T of LWPSPS must be multiplied the dynamic load inertial coefficient η sd s . The value of η sd s is equal to 1.05 -1.10 for case 1 -case 6 from Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) . Here, the value 1.10 of η sd s is adopted in the following investigation. Compared with the 3D-FEM FSI simulation, the maximum deformations w max of LWPSPS under different water impact velocity for the three assumptions (Analytical-C, Analytical-S and Analytical-T) are illustrated in Fig. 11 . It is clear that the analytical deflections match well with computed results by The maximum difference between the simulation and the approximate method is less than 3 %. As shown in Fig. 11 , the results based on Analytical-C assumption for LWPSPS are unacceptable. 
PARAMETRIC STUDY
In this section, the effects of design parameters of t b , t f , H c , t c ×t c on water impact pressure and maximum deflection of LWPSPS are examined by numerical simulation and engineering prediction.
Effects of thickness of face sheets t b and t f (C7-C14)
To investigate the effects of thickness of face sheet on water impact loading pressure, LWPSPS with four different bottom face sheet thicknesses (C7 -C10) and four different top face sheet thicknesses (C11 -C14) are considered. The material properties, plate geometry, water impact velocity and boundary conditions are the same as those that adopted in the previous study for C1 -C6.
With respect to the fundamental case C1, the variation in thickness of bottom face sheet t b leads to the significant shifts of water impact loading pressure and maximum deflection, as shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . However, the influence of variation in thickness of top faces t f is insignificant. With the increase in thickness of t b (the contact water face sheet "hardens"), the FSI peak pressure of central point increases, as illustrated in Fig. 12 . On the contrary, the average FSI peak pressure of contacted water face sheet has a minimum when t b is nearly equal to 4.5 mm. It can be seen clearly from Fig. 13 that, with the thickness of bottom face sheet increases, the deformation curves demonstrate a progressive decrease when t b < 4.5 mm. Contrarily, when t b > 4.5 mm, a slowly increasing trend of deformation curve is observed. In an interpreting way, when t b > 4.5 mm, though the flexural rigidity of LWPSPS increase slowly, both the central pressure and the average pressure increase faster, as shown in Fig. 12 .
With no remarkable change of water impact pressure, the maximum deformation magnitude of LWPSPS is smaller when t f becomes thicker (Fig. 14) . The approximate method also gives good estimations here under the Analytical-S assumption, and the error is less than 10% in most of the cases. With very few exceptions (t f or t b = 2.219 mm), the precision of this analytical prediction is high enough. As a possible factor, the Analytical-S assumption cannot reflect the true boundary condition of local lattice cell when the face sheet is relatively thin. 
Effects of core thickness of LWPSPS H c (C15-C18)
Next, the influence of core thickness on the water impact pressure and maximum deflection of LWPSPS is considered (C15 -C18, see Table 1 ). The peak pressure magnitude versus core thickness for C15 -C18 under the same water impact velocity 5m/s are demonstrated in Fig. 15 . Along with the increasing thickness of core, the peak pressure value moves to a lower magnitude. As illustrated in Fig. 15 , the slope of decreasing curve changes slowly for central pressure when H c is in the range of 1.825 -2.825 cm. But the slope of central pressure curve drops dramatically in the range of H c = 2.825 -5.825cm. Moreover, a slight decrease of average FSI peak pressure magnitude with a thicker core is observed.
To quantify the effects of core thickness of LWPSPS on the structural response, the predicted deflections versus core thickness are plotted for these four cases with three different local boundary condition assumptions, as shown in Fig. 16 . As the thickness of core increases, it is shown that the deformation of LWPSPS decreases rapidly in the range of H c = 1.825 -4.825 cm. This is because of the decrease of FSI pressure and the increase of bending rigidity of LWPSPS with thicker core. The best prediction of maximum deformation of LWPSPS is also obtained under the Analytical-S assumption. When H c > 2.5cm, the engineering approach results are consistent well with those obtained from numerical calculation. Also with very few exceptions (when H c < 2.5cm), the discrepancy between the numerical results and the analytical solutions displays in Fig. 16 . Compared with FEM result, the error of the prediction is about 25 %. 
Effects of cross section area t c ×t c (C19 -C22)
Finally, the influence of the section area of lattice column as an indicator of relative density is discussed. According to the calculation results, nearly 2 times increasing of relative density of lattice core (from 4.83 to 9.47 %) results in 10 % decrement of FSI pressure located in the central point and 10 % increment of the average FSI pressure.
As demonstrated previously, the contacted water face sheet and core thickness both have significant effects on the dynamic response behavior of LWPSPS. But it is shown that the change of relative density has a slight effect on the dynamic response behavior. In contrast, in the evaluation of the energy absorption characteristic of LWPSPS under intense impact loading such as UNDEX (underwater explosion) or AIREX (air explosion), the relatively density of lattice core plays a pivotal role on the dynamic mechanical properties of lattice materials [17] [18] . However, unlike with the plastic collapse under these intense impact loads (UNDEX or AIREX), the serious failure modes (like the plastic dynamic buckling) would not occur under the practical water impact loading (here, impact velocity v = 5 m/s) only if the relative density is extremely low.
The maximum deformations of C19 -C22 are also predicted by numerical simulation and analytical method. With no remarkable change of the water impact pressure, the corresponding results demonstrate that the maximum deformation decreases slowly (about 20 %).
CONCLUSIONS
The hydroelastic characteristics for light weight pyramidal sandwich plate structures (LWPSPS) under water impact by using 3D simulation are studied. A theoretical hydroelasticity assessment model for LWPSPS and a new engineering approach method to predict the maximum deformation of LWPSPS under water impact load are developed.
In numerical analysis, an arbitrary Lagrangian and Eulerian algorithm (ALE) in the nonlinear finite element code LS-DYNA is used to simulate the fluid-solid interaction phenomenon between structure hull and fluid medium. The equivalent core model and the approximation method are adopted to calculate the fundamental bending vibration frequencies of LWPSPS. Furthermore, based on the first fundamental modal frequency, the hydroelastic characteristic is discussed in detail by introducing a non-dimensional criterion 2τ s f s . By dividing the real displacement field of LWPSPS into global displacement field and local displacement field, the real maximum deformation solutions are obtained. Compared with 3D FEM results, the results of the engineering calculation method presented in this analysis are obtained with good accuracy. At last, the influences of key design parameters of LWPSPS on dynamic behavior are quantified, including the face sheet thickness, the thickness of lattice core and the relative density of LWPSPS core.
The following conclusions from the viewpoint of hydroelastic characteristics of LWPSPS can be drawn: 1) In the form of water impact velocity, the performance of water impact pressure for LWPSPS is close to two parameters parabolic mathematical expression. Compared with the monolithic plate, in medium-high water impact velocity range (2m/s-6m/s), the advantage of deceasing water impact pressure peak for LWPSPS is significant. A notable phenomenon called "local air cushion" exists during the initial water impact process of LWPSPS caused by the cell local deformation, which has significant effects on the dynamic characteristic of LWPSPS.
2) The hydroelastic effect of LWPSPS is not significant in the present study because the non-dimensional criteria 2τ s f s >4, which means the duration time of water impact pressure loading is much longer than the first wet natural period of vibration. 3) Results from the proposed engineering analytical model are in good agreement with those from finite element predictions for LWPSPS. All the geometric parameters are included and the local structural displacement is captured in this model. The predictions based on this method show that, compared with the other two local deformation field assumptions (cylindrical bending with simply supported edges and cylindrical bending with built-in edges), the local cylindrical bending assumption with simply supported edges each row lattice core is more realistic to reflect the true boundary condition in most cases. 4) In the parametric study of LWPSPS, it is found that the thinning of contacted water face sheet reduces the central water impact loading pressure, while the average FSI water impact loading pressure has a local minimum value at a certain thickness. Additionally, along with the increasing of core thickness, the peak pressure moves to a lower magnitude. Another key design parameter-the relative density of lattice core, has no significant effect on the FSI pressure and maximum deflection when the relative density of core is doubled.
